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Manufacture and Distribution of Bread
By Charles Murray
In Europe the bread supply has for centuries been furnished by 
bakeries, but in America until a comparatively few years ago the 
industry was a relatively obscure one conducted principally by 
artisans of foreign birth. Bakeshops were small establishments 
in side streets and their output was confined mainly to sweet- 
stuffs, cookies, etc. The baking of good bread was considered to 
be one of the prime requisites of a married woman or one who 
expected to marry, and the serving of baker’s bread in a home 
was evidence of a sad lack of one of the chief factors of good house- 
wifery. This widespread notion that good bread was essentially 
a home-made product was one of the principal obstacles that 
bakers had to overcome in their efforts toward expansion and 
industrialization. The baking industry has with profit to itself 
contributed in large measure to the emancipation of the house­
wife.
Manufacturing
The production of bread in a modern bakery is a comparatively 
simple manufacturing process. The flour is stored in the base­
ment or ground floor in 100-pound sacks. The sacks are emptied 
into bins, from which, after going through a rough sieve to remove 
pieces of string or other foreign matter, the flour is conveyed by 
worm drive to the top floor. It again goes through a sifting 
process, this time through silk bolting cloth, as it passes into a 
large container directly above the mixing machine. An auto­
matic weighing device permits any desired amount of flour to drop 
into the mixer. The other ingredients, consisting of water, con­
densed milk, shortening, yeast and seasoning, are then added, 
and the whole is thoroughly mixed in the mixer, which is not 
unlike an electric clothes-washing machine in principle. After the 
mixing process the dough is poured into large fermenting troughs, 
which are wheeled into a warm room, the temperature of which is 
automatically controlled. The fermenting process requires from 
four to six hours. Every forty-five minutes (at times designated 
on a card at the end of each trough) the dough is punched and 
worked. This process, the function of which is to break up the 
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larger bubbles caused by fermentation and to ensure a uniform 
texture, is a manual one performed by one, two or three men, 
depending on the size of the batch of dough.
Upon completion of the fermentation process the troughs are 
wheeled to an opening in the floor and the dough is dumped into a 
shaft which conveys it to large containers on the floor below. As 
it is forced out of these containers it passes through a divider 
where it is cut into loaf-size pieces. These pieces of dough then 
pass by belt conveyor to a rounding machine where they are 
picked up and rolled into soft balls. Between the divider and the 
rounder the weight of the individual pieces is constantly checked 
by the man in charge of these machines. Deviation from the 
desired weight is corrected by adjustment of the divider. From 
the rounder the loaves pass to a continuous overhead “proofer” 
where they undergo another raising process. This proofer re­
sembles a very long, glass showcase suspended from the ceiling, 
enclosing three or four tiers of endless belts running its entire 
length. The loaves travel along the top belt, then drop to the 
second, on which they are carried back in the opposite direction, 
and so on until they reach the bottom. This process takes about 
ten minutes. From the continuous proofer the loaves drop into 
a moulder emerging as rolls of dough ready to be put into the 
bread pans. The pans after being filled are loaded on racks and 
wheeled into a warm proofing room for about one hour where they 
undergo the final raising process. They are then ready to be 
baked in the ovens.
While many of the newer bakeries have installed continuous 
ovens, most of the bread now produced is baked in stationary 
ovens. After the baking process, which should take about half 
an hour, the loaves are pulled from the ovens, taken out of the 
pans and conveyed by chute to the floor below, where they are 
placed on racks and set aside to cool for two hours. The bread is 
then wrapped by automatic machines and is now the finished 
product ready to be loaded on the delivery wagons.
In addition to the manufacture of bread most bakeries also 
produce various types of rolls and other baked food, but, in com­
parison with bread, other output is small. Cakes and sweet 
goods if handled at all are made in a separate department and 
often in an entirely different bakery.
The operating statement of an average bakery, stated in terms 
of percentages, would appear as follows.
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Per 
cent.
Production valued at selling price.......................................................... 100
Stale loss and unsalable product............................................................ 5
Net sales....................................................................................... 95




Fuel, repairs, etc.................................................................................. 5
Depreciation......................................................................................... 2
Wrapping labor and materials............................................................ 5
Total cost of sales........................................................................ 60
Gross profit.................................................................................. 35
Expenses:
Selling and delivery expenses: 







Total selling and delivery expenses............................................. 23
General and administrative expenses:
Executive and managerial salaries................................................ 3
Taxes................................................................................................ 1
Life-insurance premiums................................................................. .5
General office expenses.................................................................... 1.5
Miscellaneous general expenses....................................................... 1
Total general and administrative expenses................................ 7
Total expenses.............................................................................. 30
Net operating profit before income taxes................................... 5
The above figure would represent a satisfactory result in a 
bakery doing an annual business from two and one-half to three 
times its outstanding capital stock.
White flour is the largest single item of cost and is the subject 
of constant experiment. It is almost impossible to buy flour of 
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unvarying quality. Each new wheat crop has different charac­
teristics, and noticeable variations may occur in the output of the 
same flour mill in the same crop year. The flour is tested by 
actual baking and is blended on the basis of the results obtained.
It is usual for bakeries to have flour delivered in their own 
sacks. These sacks are of high grade material, and their initial 
cost is high, but they stand many trips between mill and bakery 
and their use is more economical than purchasing cotton sacks 
furnished by the mill.
The wrapping of bread in waxed paper is a substantial item 
whose cost in this age of package goods is unavoidable.
The items of “selling and delivery” and “stale loss” present 
problems peculiar to the industry and are worthy of comment at 
length.
Selling and delivery
In the baking industry both selling and delivery are accom­
plished by driver-salesmen who perform the dual function of 
selling the bread to the dealer and delivering it at his counter. 
The common practice is to pay salesmen on a commission basis, 
with a guaranteed minimum wage. Inasmuch as it is customary 
in most parts of the country to deliver bread to the dealer on a 
“sale or return” basis, it would seem that the selling function of 
the driver-salesman is almost negligible and that the wages paid 
for delivery are excessively high in comparison with those pre­
vailing in other industries. Why not employ delivery men 
charged only with the duty of delivering to the dealer quantities 
at least sufficient to meet his requirements? This is apparently 
logical and would effect large savings in delivery costs. In prac­
tice, however, it has been found that the driver-salesmen play an 
important part in the success of large bakeries. They are the 
principal if not the only contact between the bakery and the 
dealer. The compensation attracts a better type of personnel 
than the average rough and ready driver. It is a fact that there 
is usually no substantial variation in quality between the products 
of competing bakeries, and the dealer is in a position to favor or 
discriminate against the bread of any particular one he chooses. 
This is comparatively simple when one considers the number of 
customers who merely ask for a loaf of bread without specifying 
any particular brand. Bakeries have found it to their advantage 
to employ and pay for a higher type of man with a sufficiently
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pleasing personality to ensure that his wares will be given at least 
an even chance on the sales counters of dealers.
Stale loss
The problem of combating the losses resulting from stale bread 
is closely related to that of distribution and is probably the most 
serious that the average bakery has to face. Although no au­
thoritative statistics are available it has been estimated that the 
annual net stale loss to bakers in the United States is approxi­
mately $10,000,000. When it is considered that in individual 
bakeries the ratio of stale loss to total production is often as high 
as 5%, 6% or even 7%, it is easy to understand that losses from 
this source might readily represent the difference between a 
satisfactory and an unsatisfactory operating result.
Stale bread, in a commercial sense, is bread which can not 
readily be sold as fresh. It may be quite wholesome and nourish­
ing and to many people quite as palatable as fresh bread, but as 
soon as it has lost its pristine freshness it is characterized as stale 
and must be sold as such. The chemical change in the process of 
going stale is not clearly understood. It is apparently somewhat 
in the nature of a sweating process, the moisture content held 
by the crumb passing to the crust. The crumb dries out and 
the once crisp and brittle crust becomes soggy and tough. The 
length of time elapsing before bread becomes commercially stale 
varies with the quality of the bread itself and is affected to some 
extent by weather conditions, but it would seem that about 30 
hours after baking would represent a fair average.
There are several methods of disposing of bread which has 
become stale. Many bakeries sell it at greatly reduced prices 
direct from the plant to the poorer classes of buyers. Occa­
sionally it is donated to charitable institutions. A certain 
amount, after being baked in the oven and reduced to crumbs, 
can be used as fillings for pastries and in other products. Finally 
it may be disposed of as animal feed. Its disposal, therefore, 
does not necessarily entail a total loss, but as a rule the value 
recovered is only a fraction of the original cost.
The situation confronting the baker is this: The bread pro­
duced today must be sold tomorrow, so production will have to 
be controlled to meet requirements as closely as possible. Over­
production and returns from dealers must be classed as stale and 
sold or disposed of at a substantial loss.
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The problem of controlling the production to meet actual re­
quirements as nearly as possible is the first to be considered. 
The consumer wants fresh bread. The fresher it is the better he 
likes it. The baker has not only recognized this liking, but he 
has fostered it. Bread as a rule is baked at night and delivered in 
the early hours of the morning. There may be a second and 
possibly a third delivery later in the day. Salesmen are gen­
erally required to turn in their orders the day before delivery will 
be made. These orders form the basis for the quantity to be 
produced. As already mentioned, salesmen are generally paid on 
a commission basis and their estimates of requirements are in­
clined to be optimistic. The dealer, secure in the knowledge that 
he will only have to pay for bread actually sold, has no particular 
objection to being overloaded. Close supervision should be exer­
cised over salesmen’s returns, and habitual over-estimates on the 
part of particular salesmen should be considered when the produc­
tion schedule is being prepared. The tendency toward over­
production is aggravated by the introduction of a new brand or by 
an intensive advertising campaign. Additional efforts are made 
to see that the dealer shall have an ample supply of the freshest of 
bread, and the stale loss creeps up. Competitive bakeries, under 
economic pressure to meet these additional sales efforts, are 
similarly affected.
The practice of granting the dealer the privilege of returning 
unsold bread is without doubt the greatest single factor in the 
problem of stale loss. The custom is nation-wide and prevails, 
more or less, even in the few states which have enacted prohibi­
tory legislation. Its abandonment or curtailment can be ac­
complished by individual action on the part of a bakery; by a 
trade agreement between competing bakers not to accept returns, 
or by state or local legislation.
A bakery adopting an individual policy of no returns would 
have to be in a position so strong as to be almost monopolistic, or 
the quality of its product would have to be outstandingly su­
perior.
A trade agreement between competing bakeries would, first of 
all, have to be lawful in its scope. It would have to be put into 
operation with great care. Trade agreements are always viewed 
with suspicion and the consumer would have to be satisfied that 
there were no ulterior motives. Opposition would come as a 
matter of course from the dealers, who would not take kindly to 
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the idea of sharing part of the burden of stale-bread loss. In 
order to be effective the agreement or understanding would have 
to be observed scrupulously by the bakers entering into it. Com­
petitors are nearly always somewhat suspicious of each other and 
a slight deviation from the agreement, here and there, would soon 
result in general non-observance.
Legislation forbidding the return of stale bread has been 
enacted in several states and on the whole its operation has been 
satisfactory in reducing stale losses, even though its enforcement, 
as in the case of a former well-known prohibitory measure, has 
not been rigid.
The objection which the bakers have to a “no-return” policy 
is that the dealer, instead of shouldering the loss, may attempt 
to foist stale bread on the customer as fresh. Virtually all bread 
is now wrapped in a distinctive wrapper bearing the manufac­
turer’s name, and the baker is vitally interested in having his 
product reach the consumer as fresh as possible. However, there 
is little doubt that a “no-return” policy would be beneficial to 
bakers and solve to a great extent the serious question of stale 
loss.
Financial
The balance-sheet of a bread baking company possesses no 
unusual features demanding special consideration. Collections 
on sales are usually made at least twice a week, putting the busi­
ness on virtually a cash basis. The trade accounts receivable 
should therefore be small in total and should not contain any 
large past-due items.
The inventories are also relatively small. Large contracts may 
be entered into covering the purchase of six months’ supply of 
flour or more, but the flour is paid for as received and it is unusual 
to find more than one month’s supply of raw materials on hand 
at any one time. It is not customary to “hedge” flour purchase 
contracts by open trades in wheat. The financial problems inci­
dent to the carrying and storing of large merchandise stocks and 
extending long credit to customers are not problems of the baker.
The Future of the Industry
Bread is without doubt the most staple of foods and has main­
tained its position through the centuries. There has been an in­
creasing tendency of late toward competition between different 
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industries in addition to the ever-present competition between 
different makers of the same commodity. Thus the manufac­
turers of candy have been trying to supplant the florists on those 
occasions in which flowers were heretofore deemed appropriate; 
cigarette manufacturers are attempting to substitute their prod­
uct for candy and so on. There is no indication, however, that 
bread’s place in the sun will be usurped or even seriously jeop­
ardized.
The desire of modern women to remain slender, the decreased 
appetite incident to the constantly declining demand for hard 
manual labor, the fact that people as a whole are becoming more 
temperate in their eating habits—all these have had an injurious 
effect on bread sales. This decrease in per-capita consumption 
will probably be more than offset, however, by the natural in­
crease in population.
In the larger cities the saturation point in bread sales has per­
haps been reached, but in smaller towns and in country districts 
there is still a great deal of home baking and consequently a 
potential market. The growing urbanization of the population 
has had the effect of increasing the percentage of bakery-bread 
purchasers and reducing that of home-baked-bread consumers. 
The construction of hard surfaced roads is a factor which has been 
helpful by widening the distribution area.
If the baker would devote attention to the production of a loaf 
with maximum keeping qualities it would not only help to increase 
sales by enabling him to reach out into a market at present too 
remote but would also have a beneficial effect on his stale-loss 
problem.
A disturbing element which the baker has had to face is the 
competition furnished by chain stores operating their own bak­
eries. Bread, being a comparatively cheap item which every­
body uses every day, has been used as a sort of catch-penny to 
attract customers to the chain stores. They have been willing to 
sell bread at cost or even less in the hope that the customer, once 
in the store, will be tempted to purchase other items on which 
there is a profit.
The chain-store bakery has no selling and a minimum amount 
of delivery expense. Stale losses are reduced to a minimum. 
Store managers are required to estimate very closely their daily 
bread sales and even in case one store under-estimates, the 
overage from another store or stores may be quickly transferred.
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At present most chain stores carry the bread of outside bakeries, 
but it takes no stretch of the imagination to predict whose loaf a 
customer will receive if no particular brand is demanded.
To what extent this competition will grow and what effect it will 
eventually have on bakers and on their merchandising methods is 
at present unknown. It depends to a great extent on the success 
of the independent retail grocer’s struggle for existence. The 
establishment by bakers of their own chain stores would not be 
feasible in any but the very largest and most congested of cities 
and even there it is doubtful if the venture would succeed. 
A method of merchandising, which may become more general, is 
that of delivering bread from door to door. This method of dis­
tribution has been employed extensively by ice and milk dealers 
and to a limited extent by bakers. It has certain advantages 
and may become more widespread under stress of economic 
conditions.
Merger and Consolidation
The ever growing tendency toward consolidation has become 
so important that its possibilities must be considered in a discus­
sion of any industry. Until quite recently the baking business 
had not developed the tendencies of other industries to merge 
into large enterprises. Its inherent nature has been to a great 
extent responsible. Essentially a business of comparatively 
small units, it bids fair to remain so. The selling radius of a 
bakery is restricted to that territory in which bread can be de­
livered fresh at least once daily and in which it can be delivered 
economically enough to meet competition.
It is also true that the large combination possesses no impor­
tant advantages not possessed by the operator of a single large 
unit. Expansion in a bakery means to a great extent multiplicity 
of units which themselves require individual attention. The 
size of ovens may be increased greatly, but the size of individual 
batches of dough which can be fermented has reached a maximum 
which at present can not well be exceeded. It follows, then, that 
even if the oven size were greatly increased there would be a 
consequent increase in the number of fermentation troughs to­
gether with persons and machines for handling the dough. So 
long as the most important step in baking, the fermentation 
process, is a small scale one, the large baker has no outstanding 
advantage over the smaller one.
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The advantage which a large combination would ordinarily 
have in its ability to purchase raw materials more cheaply and, 
because of its ample capital, to install the latest and most efficient 
machinery would obtain to a certain extent in the baking business 
but in a much less degree than in most other industries. The 
question naturally arises whether a large combination would gain 
any advantage by producing its own flour. At present it is 
doubtful if such a venture would be feasible, and there is no indi­
cation that the position will be changed in the future. The 
milling of flour is a highly specialized industry, and the production 
of a uniform flour is a problem of its own. In addition to this, 
difficulties would be presented in the merchandising of the mills’ 
by-products, clear flours and mill feeds, and in the disposal of the 
surplus flour stocks of a mill intermittently on and off the market. 
As long as bakers can buy flour on as close a margin as they can at 
present, it is better to let the miller worry about the uniformity 
of flour and leave bakers free to buy as they please, buying differ­
ent flours and blending them to suit their requirements.
It is doubtful if the large corporation with numerous plants can 
gain any advantage by centralized control. The baking of bread 
is still an art, and each plant would require the individual atten­
tion that an individually owned plant would have—without the 
incentive of owner management. To control from a distant 
center the operation of widely scattered plants using flour of 
varying character and catering to varying local tastes has a limit 
of practicability.
It would appear, then, that because of the limited amount of 
capital required to operate a bakery and because the large corpora­
tion would not possess the usual advantages of mass production 
and marketing, the industry does not show any pronounced 
tendency toward great combinations and that there will always 
be a place for the company operating a small plant.
The control of bread prices by monopoly is highly improbable. 
The great number of small independents would act as a preven­
tive, and manipulation of the price of a staple foodstuff would 
undoubtedly arouse popular indignation.
Without taking into consideration the fluctuation of wheat 
prices, it is probable that bakers will have to pay more for flour 
than in the past. It is a fact that large buyers have been able 
to buy flour on a very small margin over cost and in some cases 
at less than cost. This loss of profit on flour has been made up to 
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some extent by a demand by millers for a larger margin from the 
small consumer. It follows that if the bakers successfully sup­
plant home baking, they will automatically cut off a large part of 
the millers’ profitable market, and it is inevitable that they will 
have to stand the loss by paying more for flour themselves. If 
this ultimately results in higher bread prices, the baker may 
actually profit because the increased bread price may more than 
offset the increased flour price. The human tendency in price 
adjusting is to wait until costs have been reduced more than a 
cent a loaf before reducing the price by that amount, but not to 
wait quite so long when costs are going up. And the baker is 
only human.
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